
2 Igloos inc. / Carcajou Games / Triple Boris

2 Igloos is the result of a joint venture between Carcajou Games and Triple Boris.
We decided to use the complementary strengths of both studios to create the
best team needed to create this project. Once a Tale reimagines the classic tale
Hansel & Gretel, with a twist. As you explore the magical forest you will discover
that it is inhabited by many characters from other tales as well. Using real
handmade puppets and real miniature terrains which are then 3D scanned to
create a palpable, fantastic world, we are making an experience that blurs the
line between video game and stop motion animated film. With a great story and
stunning visuals, we want to create something truly special. Having just finished
our prototype this spring, we have already been finalists for the Ubisoft Indie
Serie and the Eidos Innovation Program. We want to validate our concept with
the European market and Nordic Game is a great way to do this. We are looking
for Publishers that yearn for great stories and games that have a deeper
meaning.

2Dogs Games Ltd.

Destiny’s Sword is a broad-appeal Living-Narrative Graphic Adventure where
every choice matters. Players lead a squad of intergalactic peacekeepers,
navigating the fallout of war and life under extreme circumstances, while
exploring a breath-taking and immersive world of living, breathing, hand-painted
artwork. Destiny’s Sword is filled with endless choices and unlimited
possibilities—we’re taking interactive storytelling to new heights with our
proprietary Insight Engine AI technology. This intricate psychology simulation
provides every character with a diverse personality, backstory and desires,
allowing them to respond and develop in an incredibly human
fashion—generating remarkable player engagement and emotional investment,
while ensuring that every playthrough is unique. 2Dogs Games is a team of
industry veterans who’ve released titles including: Crackdown, APB/APB
Reloaded, Warframe, World of Warships, Grand Theft Auto, Donkey Kong
Country and Black Desert Online, and our lead writer is a New York Times
bestselling author. The studio has been investing in both the game and
technology, and Destiny’s Sword is currently at Alpha. We’re looking for a
publishing partner to help fund the remaining development and bring the game to
players around the world.

https://2igloos.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/965990/Destinys_Sword/


81monkeys

81monkeys is a Vancouver based cross-platform game developer with a culture of
excellence and an experienced team with over 30 combined launched titles. We
are seeking publisher support for the development and release of our latest game,
‘World of Anterra’. WoA is an innovative pixel art open world RPG for Desktop and
Consoles. Key features include non-linear open-world gameplay, compelling
progression mechanics, fast-paced innovative combat, and streamlined dialogue
with a deep narrative. WoA targets the open-world game market with one of the
largest handcrafted pixel art worlds ever created. We developed our own pixel art
and animation process that allows us to create assets at scale while retaining a
unique handcrafted experience. We have also designed a procedural system that
takes handcrafted locations and combines them with run-time generation to
create thousands of unique explorable areas that seamlessly fit into a massive
over-world map. The grid-based combat in WoA is the fastest and most exciting of
its type. We have replaced menus with a contextual icon based experience that
reduces the total clicks per action by over 200% compared to similar games.
Lastly, we have developed a compelling story that is both nostalgic and relevant
to today.

Blackbird Interactive

Blackbird Interactive (BBI) is a creative-fueled, future-driven, independent studio -
better known for games like Homeworld, Hardspace: Shipbreaker, and Minecraft
Earth. Our experience ranges from strategy games to action games - also
encompassing online games, as well as both original and licensed IPs, working
with partners such as Gearbox Software, Focus Home Interactive, and Mojang /
Microsoft studios. The studio is located in Vancouver, Canada. Interested in
meeting publishers and investors open to original IP pitches, as well as publishers
& IP owners who themselves would like to pitch work-for-hire projects to game
studios. Also open to conversations re: studio investment and funding!

https://www.81monkeys.com/
https://blackbirdinteractive.com/


CASA RARA

Casa Rara is a Montreal-based game developer composed of industry veterans
from some of the most important games produced in Canada over the last 10
years, including: the Army of Two franchise, Spiritfarer, We Happy Few, Journey
to the Savage Planet, Museum Of Symmetry, and Papo & Yo. Our current game
Mini Maker is the anti-perfectionist cousin of all the creation and building games
you know and love. Glue, paint and add special effects to action figures, mutant
plants, ancient sculptures, food replicas, miniature dioramas, specialized
vehicles and more. Deal with unpredictable work hazards. Shop for supplies,
tools and upgrades for your workshop. Share your creations with the world!
There are no mistakes, only happy accidents in this
maker-in-a-messy-workshop simulator. Currently, with the assistance of the
Canada Media Fund (who has invested twice in our game) we have raised over
USD $341K in dev. funds. We’ve recently released our second internal beta,
which received overwhelmingly positive feedback from over fifty playtesters. We
seek a publisher for marketing funds, support with console ports, localization
and QA. Let’s talk at NordicGame if you think you are the right partner to help
Mini Maker become the next user-generated-content phenomenon on PC and
console!

Creative Bytes Studios

Creative Bytes Studios is an independent developer based in Niagara, Ontario.
We focus on crafting unique adventures. Our core team has decades of
experience shipping games in both AAA and indie spaces. In 2017 we
developed and published Embers of Mirrim, an adventure platformer for PC and
Consoles. In our newest game, Grace, you play as a space archaeologist
navigating the perils of a 60s sci-fi Garden of Eden; the home of an A.I. God
who once ruled the solar system. You must work alongside various fractured
personalities of this A.I. in hopes of uncovering the secret of why she was shut
down years ago. Grace presents a hopeful vision of a distant future, and asks
the question: “what would I want in a higher power?” Grace is a casual
adventure title similar to Firewatch. Our audience is looking for novel narrative
experiences that can be played in a single evening. We are looking for a partner
who has expertise in delivering narrative games to our target market as well as
financial support to extend our 90 minute title and improve the depth of the
experience to compete with the best games in this genre.

http://www.casa-rara.com
https://creativebytesstudios.com/


Edgegap

At Edgegap, we make game hosting faster , cost-efficient and easier. Our goal
is to lower latency for your player base, while providing a global and fully
managed infrastructure. We are looking for studios and/or publishers that want
to offer the best online experience for their fans, no matter where those fans live
and play. Edgegap is building the future of game hosting with the use of new
technologies. Edgegap will automatically deploy a game server at the closest
location to your players within a few seconds with a simple API request. With a
network of 220 sites globally Edgegap has proved we can reduce latency by
43% for 90% of a player base. Our 220 edge locations are composed of the big
cloud providers (AWS, GCP, Azure), internet service providers and CDN which
ensure quality, availability and coverage for any game. With our per-minute
on-demand pricing model, billing happens only when players are actively
playing the game, creating substantial cost savings for game studios. In shorts,
no matter where your fans are, you'll be able to offer them an excellent and
cost-effective online experience.

GAME PILL

Game Pill is attending Nordic Games to meet potential partners and publishers
to help us bring our multiplayer PVP action sports game SMASH BALL
(smashballgame.com) to the masses! We are looking for partners who have
esports experience that can amplify our competition, combat and customization
messaging!

HitGrab Game Labs

We are looking for a publisher to drive sales of our game Clan O'Conall in the
Nordic region, and beyond. Game details: 2D, action-adventure, platformer.
www.clanoconall.com Expansion onto Switch, PS4, and Xbox is envisioned.

http://www.edgegap.com
http://www.gamepill.com
http://www.hitgrab.com
https://store.steampowered.com/app/843180/Clan_OConall_and_the_Crown_of_the_Stag/


Idiom Loop

With 17 years of combined interdisciplinary history in IDM, audio, comics,
television and animation; Idiom Loop’s husband and wife team Jay
Clipperton and Dara Gold have shipped projects from indie to AAA. Past
credits include: Arthur, Bendy and the Ink Machine, Bunsen is a Beast,
Daniel Tiger’s Neighbourhood, Embr, Marvel Dimension of Heroes & Total
Dramarama Idiom Loop is seeking a publishing/distribution partnership and
production funding to expand their horror game prototype into a
market-ready product for consoles and PC. Mother’s Little Helper is a viral
horror-cooking game made in 48 hours for a game jam. With hundreds of
YouTube playthroughs online, thousands of downloads and millions of
views, it has shown high levels of organic engagement. Play the prototype:
jclipperton.itch.io/mothers-little-helper Simple household chores surround a
series of one-act horror stories of vindictiveness, rejection and dread.
Suffused in nostalgia through retro graphics with a sinister atmosphere.
Interact with horrific vignettes of family, through the eyes of a child. Help
your mother with the household chores: • Clean your room • Help with
dinner • Finish your vegetables • Don’t anger mother Like the idea of a
scary game about family? To speak with us, please reach out to
jay@idiomloop.com

Kerberos Productions

Kerberos is an independent games studio based in Vancouver, British
Columbia. Formed in 2004 the company has an 8-game catalog, including
their flagship titles the 4X series Sword of the Stars and sci-fi Roguelike
The Pit. Currently we are in the early stages of a new title, a synchronous,
turn-based PvP title, but we are also looking to leverage our catalog beyond
just PC gaming. For some of our titles, we are looking to take market-tested
products - and the player stats we have on them - from their existing PC
format to be localized, ported, and offered to new markets and gamers. For
some of our other titles, we are looking to take their established gameplay
and IP and explore their potential for new gamers as well as our existing
fanbase. What we are looking for are established partners who are
proficient at extending products beyond the PC market and into the console
and handheld markets globally. We value close and candid partners with a
passion for tactical / strategic gameplay with science-fiction flavours.

http://www.idiomloop.com
mailto:jay@idiomloop.com
http://www.kerberos-productions.com


NATURAL RECORDS STUDIOS

The neglect of veterans has a long history, homelessness, PTSD, limited
healthcare is only a few of the neglects inflicted on veterans today! The
greatest pain of them all is on their loved ones, the eventuality they may
never see their loved one again is a daily lingering pain that could last a
lifetime. Victus Vincimus – Veteran Revenge (V3) is a military action,
science fiction drama depicting the emotional horrors of war, the anguish
of separation. Meet Canadian Lieutenant Colonel “H.H. Bishop”, the
Commonwealth’s most astounding scoring aviator for WWI. Meet “Edward
“Ivory” Johnson”, a young aviator drafted as one of the Tuskegee Red Tail
Air Fighters for WWII. Our heroes must survive, by all means necessary,
for them to return to their loved ones but in vain. Meet Bernice Dumas a
reporter, Bernice is their gateway to the present time; Bernice is their voice
as the picturesque beauty and the embodiment of their pain and anguish.
The story or climax is an apocalypse based on the warriors of the past
World wars, coming back from their graves disappointed with how the
world they lost so much for has become, they wage a different fight against
the present world's dominant forces and corrupt manipulators.

NO BLOAT STUDIOS

NO BLOAT is a new studio committed to building simple, accessible and
cross-platform party games for large friend groups. We're passionate
about bringing people closer together, knowing that games are best when
they allow us to blow off steam with a youthful giddiness. We've
completed a vertical slice and now need a partner that knows how to
market & release party games; one that can bridge the skill gap required
to get the game into the hands of people who'd love it. Introducing
Scoober Splat, a 2D party game of team-based tag where everyone
powers up between rounds. Two monsterous Goobers are "it" and they're
on the hunt. Together, repair your submarine in order to escape certain
death. After the dust settles, everyone gains a new power-up and it starts
all over again, with even more chaos! Scoober Splat's dead simple
tag-like gameplay and cartoonish art style caters to casual gamers, while
the addition of power-ups provides infinite strategies and playstyles for
traditional gamers to explore. Scoober Splat is even tailored to
collaborative streamers looking for non-stop action and hilarity. No friend
gets left behind!

http://v3.live/
https://scoobersplat.com/


Only By Midnight

Only By Midnight is developing The Tragic Kingdom (TTK), an action
RPG that brings together exciting Soulslike combat and meaningful
storytelling in a paper world defined by hand-drawn pencil art. Drawing on
the proprietary software developed for our first studio game, Curved
Space (June 2021 release), TTK uses an innovative Lane system to
produce the surreal experience of 2D gameplay in a 3D world.
Metroidvania-style exploration through these Escher-like environments
create memorable "Inception" moments within a deep narrative. We’ve
completed 90% of our CMF funded Vertical Slice prototype, and we’re
looking for a publisher and funders to partner with. Our ideal publishing
partner has experience in providing high-quality in-house marketing as
well as first-party connections to bring indie games to major platforms,
including Nintendo Switch, Xbox, and PlayStation. OBM is looking for a
publisher with which to create a relationship-focused partnership that
grows and evolves over time.

Peculiar Path Productions Inc.

Peculiar Path Productions Inc. is an independent game development
studio, based in Toronto, ON, Canada, founded in March 20202 by
Eduardo Hulshof, a 15-year AAA game industry veteran, with the main
goal of creating high-quality compelling worlds and IPs, and delivering
fulfilling interactive story experiences through video games. Our first
project, The Aurora Report, is a 3D first-person single player narrative
exploration game where the player is a journalist sent to Aurora, a
solarpunk community built out of derelict ships, anchored to a
decommissioned oil rig in the middle of the ocean. As a journalist, the
player’s goal is to report on Aurora using the game’s unique story crafting
mechanic, which allows the player to spin the stories they uncover,
however they prefer. The game is being built with the Unreal Engine and
will target the PC platform, with the possibility of expanding to consoles.
At Peculiar Path we are committed to sustainably growing the studio and
firmly believe diversity and inclusion results on more powerful and richer
experiences for players. We have successfully secured funding form
Ontario Creates for the creation of our prototype and now we are looking
to find a publisher that can help us with production, marketing, and
distribution.

https://www.onlybymidnight.com/
http://peculiarpath.com


Phantom Compass

Phantom Compass is an award-winning independent game development
studio based in Ontario, Canada. Founded in 2008, the studio is
managed and staffed by veterans of the game, web and TV industries.
Phantom Compass provides game development services to other teams
and creates original videogames. The studio is best known for its
acclaimed pinball RPG "Rollers of the Realm" (2014, Steam/PSN) and is
currently in production on a sequel for 2022 launch
(Steam/Epic/Switch/PS5). In the "Rollers" series, the heroes are pinballs
with unique abilities, and each scene in the epic campaign is a pinball
playfield. Phantom Compass is looking for a long-term publishing partner
for the entire "Rollers" IP that can provide expert marketing, community
and product management support. "Rollers of the Realm: Reunion" is in
alpha, with a selection of playable demo levels. Please reach out if you'd
like to chat about the studio and its 2021-2023 project slate.

Red Meat Games

Red Meat Games is an indie game development studio creating midcore
and hardcore titles for PC and Console. We also have a casual and
hypercasual Mobile division named Giggling Piglets. We have made it our
mission to create innovative titles for the gaming community. Our hope is
that anyone who plays our games has fun, that they thoroughly enjoy the
time spent, and are proud of their accomplishments. Passion is at the
forefront of all of our projects. Sentience is a free-to-play multiplayer
stealth/social deduction game set in a sci-fi cyberpunk dystopian Earth.
Players can take on the role of a Sentinel to quell resistance, or become
a newly-sentient Rogue to complete tasks and take down the system. It is
currently Very Positively reviewed after launching on March 25th in Steam
Early Access, and will fully launch on PC and be ported to PlayStation
and Xbox later this year. It has been compared to games like Among Us
and Guess Who in Garry’s Mod by our community members, and
celebrate it for the connections it makes when most of the world is being
kept apart. We are currently seeking a partner who will understand how to
support Sentience for its full PC and console launch and beyond so we
can see success for it long-term

https://www.phantomcompass.com/
https://www.redmeatgames.ca


Zugalu Entertainment

We are looking for potential investors and possibly a publisher for our
game Thrive: Heavy Lies the Crown (ThriveHLtC). ThriveHLtC is a
Medieval Fantasy strategic city builder that forces you to make dire
decisions that ensure the survival of your kingdom and the people you
lead. The game will focus on kingdom management with harsh survival
elements and real-time combat. To a certain extent, those elements share
similarities with the competitors, however, we have put all those features
into one game, which has never been done before. ThriveHLtC will be the
first game of its kind to include each of these features together to create a
brand new type of game play. We secured the majority of our funding
through independent investors and the Canada Media Fund. However,
we are seeking to network with potential investors and publishers at
Nordic because it's one of the best events out there!

Stitch Media

Stitch Media is a game studio that tells stories with new technology. Since
2007 we have been developing projects for clients like Disney,
Nickelodeon and Microsoft and since 2016 we’ve been designing
independent games for PC, mobile and VR. We are seeking publishers
and senior representatives of VR platforms to pitch Broken Spectre, our
first-person cosmic horror adventure game. Broken Spectre lures you to
the base of Coldblood Mountain where you uncover your family curse in
an ancient pact with an elder Lovecraftian god. The game is in early
prototype and slated for Q3 2022 with significant investments from the
public funds in Canada. We’ve partnered with one of the co-creators of
the original Blair Witch Project (Mike Monello) to boost our experience in
the horror genre. This project will be our second major VR launch title, as
this year we partnered with Oculus to create our multidimensional VR
escape room entitled Flow Weaver. We’re seeking new platforms for Flow
Weaver this year especially in porting and localization expenses. We’ve
worked with porting partners before as we release our 3D action puzzle
platformer Terrorarium on Nintendo Switch by Q4 2021.

http://zugalu.com
http://stitch.media


Triple Boris Inc.

Triple Boris is mainly a service provider. We help studios and publishers
around the globe to deliver outstanding gaming projects. We port,
develop, optimize and create games/content. Our mission is to develop
games in order to gather people. The managing team has delivered and
contributed many titles since 2005. We love technologies. We have
produced mobile, PC, console, VR and AR games/experiences. We value
agility, quality and benevolence. An example? In joining our strengths to
the ones of a seasoned animator who had an idea but no team to make
his dream come true, we got funding from Canadian Media Fund to
codevelop a narrative game prototype. We have explored
photogrammetry to create characters, environments and props. The
soothing and intriguing look of the result is certainly a distinctive trait of
this allegory. The vertical slice is completed. We are looking to secure the
funding before entering in developing/commercialization phase. As you
can see, Triple Boris has enough guts and experience to innovate. We
are always willing to find new ways to amaze. Come chat with us
(français or English). We are from Montreal, Canada (UTC-4). It is
refreshing to meet people during this unusual time.

Watcha Games

Watcha Games has completed the prototype for project Sea Raiders, a
brand-new style of game designed for interactive streaming platforms.
The streamer acts as captain and the viewers are the crew, playing
together in a collaborative experience like no other. The game is
supported by custom-tailored unique technologies that allow participants
to play directly on Twitch without having to go on an external platform or
download anything. Progress is saved automatically and attached to their
Twitch profile for future play on the same channel or cross-stream.
Recommended by our peers as winners of the Eidos-Sherbrooke
Innovation Support Program award, we are looking for strategic
partnerships with companies that want to work in a brand-new space and
are excited by the possibilities of the experience we are creating. We are
also seeking investment to pursue our vision of real-time mass interactive
play with streaming communities. We believe the space exhibits traits of
rapid growth and want to take part with a product validated by both
industry professionals and future users. You can contact Nicolas at
nicolas@watchagames.com or Eduardo at
eduardo@watchagames.com.

https://tripleboris.com/en/home-2/
https://www.watchagames.com/


Folklore Games

Our main goal during Nordic Game is to establish contact with the rest of
the industry and meet with publishers. -Folklore Games is a small indie
studio established in Montreal. We're currently working on our first video
game, Spiral. - Spiral is a narratively driven exploration game that shares
a poetic vision of cognitive degeneration seen from the inside. -We are
hoping to find a publisher that shares our passion for narrative games.
-We're looking first and foremost for help with the marketing aspect of
releasing a game, but funding could also give us a hand.

Lowbirth Games

My team and I are working on a narrative exploration game called This
Bed We Made, and are looking for a publisher to help us reach the
masses with the studio’s first project. Set in a 1950s hotel in Montreal,
Canada, This Bed We Made allows the player to take on the role of a
maid named Sophie who stumbles upon a dark mystery that encourages
her to snoop through the guests' belongings while they are away from
their rooms. With gameplay reminiscent of Life is Strange (Dontnod),
themes inspired by Hitchcock’s Rear Window and stunningly realistic
visuals for an indie title, This Bed We Made pushes players to explore
their voyeuristic side. Through the different situations they will encounter
and the multiple characters they will interact with directly or indirectly,
they will soon discover just how far they are willing to go to uncover the
Claridge Hotel’s best hidden secrets. You may view a trailer of the game
here: https://youtu.be/BWLALlpn1oE

https://folklore.games/
http://lowbirthgames.com


RageCure Games

RageCure Games is a Canada-based studio that aims at creating
community-driven sports games that use the power of streaming to bring
people together in family-friendly interactions. The studio is developing
Goons: Legends of the Hockeyverse, an arcade hockey game featuring
mythical and fantasy-inspired heroes using unique abilities to compete
on a variety of game-changing ice rinks. Goaltenders are fought like
boss fights in arenas, often accompanied by vicious minions. In three
words: Super Mario Hockey (!) This already action-packed and exciting
gameplay loop also features Twitch integration which will allow
streaming viewers to directly affect the game, triggering events that will
bring chaos down on the play area. This makes for an experience that's
just as fun for players as it is for viewers online. The studio uses its past
experience working on AAA titles (e.g., Immortals Fenyx Rising,
Assassin's Creed, For Honor) and application development to fulfill that
strong and engrossing vision. The seven-members team cumulates 30+
years of experience in their respective fields. RageCure Games is
looking to secure a publishing deal to get assistance with marketing,
console porting, developer support and some light funding

Cardboard Utopia

Ever think about what it would be like to run a town in an RPG world?
Adventurers wandering through your community at random, looking for
particular goods and services, smashing pottery and looting private
residences when they get bored. The townspeople, outraged by this
warrantless vandalism, demand something be done… Now it's up to
YOU as Mayor to save the town (and your own neck) before the
up-coming election! RPG Town is a humorous and lighthearted angle
on the singleplayer town/business management genre from Cardboard
Utopia, developers of the deck and dice tactical RPG Children of
Zodiarcs. A love letter to RPG fans, RPG Town was built around tropes
of classic fantasy-role playing games, offering a brand new angle on a
familiar meme, and a unique take on the traditional town sim. Employ
the local population to run town businesses, balancing skills and
salaries when you can. Convert a pet shop into an armory, then
specialize it to meet customer demand. Watch out for high-level
adventurers - their visits

http://www.playgoons.com
http://www.cardboard-utopia.com/


Red Nexus Games Inc.

Red Nexus Games is a Canadian game studio that is focused on
crafting delightful indie games. Our previous game Friday Night Bullet
Arena released in 2017 on Steam and Xbox One and was a finalist for
a Canadian Video Game Award and a SXSW Gamer's Choice Award.
At Nordic Game we are featuring our upcoming pachinko-roguelike
Peglin. This is a single-player game that combines the addictive
nature of physics puzzle games with the massively replayable
roguelike genre. Peglin is currently in open alpha on PC and we are
working closely with players to turn a great game into an excellent
one. We are launching Peglin into Steam Early Access later this year
and are targeting a full release across PC and consoles in 2022. We
are also developing plans to bring the game to mobile in the future.
While we have everything that we need to bring Peglin to market, we
believe that the right publishing partner would multiply our efforts and
lead to a truly spectacular game launch. We look forward to meeting
you at Nordic Game! Dylan Gedig, CEO dylan@rednexus.games

https://rednexus.games/

